
Subject: Re: Animoski and Cronus
Posted by Ani on Sun, 02 Jun 2013 18:58:39 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I'm just going to stay out of this. 

Half the shit you said is flat out incorrect, half the shit you said is twisted on some level. I can
count on one hand how many points you've made were actually factual.

Seems Volcom and Applez finally got you shaitan? Your mind is less valuable than a leaf off a
tree, and it wanders the same way - with the wind. No wonder the only thing you can do (along
with Trojan) is steal and bullshit people out of their own place of business.

RenCorner is mine. I made the fucking name up when I was 12, 8 years ago. The community is
mine, I made it, I put in my own money more than a year ago not knowing if it was going to be
worth it all the while being jobless and even offering scumbags like yourself who at the time was
worth less than a bag of dog shit and got treated like one on this very same forum the position of
head admin of my community. The only reason RenCorner exists is because of me, the only
reason it even made it this far was because of people who did things properly and not try to
fucking please every little fucking kid who came bitching about something. Hawk, someone who
was part of RC for maybe 2 weeks - has a bigger influence on what it is today than YOU. 

I never sold RenCorner and never admitted to any of this "Volcom is owner, he's above me, etc."
bullshit. You'll never find a log of that anywhere. Even then, I don't get this sense of entitlement
you have that makes you think you can just kick/ban/whatever it is out of their own fucking thing. 

One way or another, i'm not even going to fuel the fire because all you are is a 34 (or 35?) year
old man who got fired from Wal-Mart like 2 months ago, and all Volcom is, is the biggest bullshitter
i've seen in Renegade yet, even lied about you IN FRONT of you. 

I just don't get how anyone can respect a person who threw $1,500 just gain power in a
community, only to take suck everyone's dick for 6 months to gain respect and then fuck the
*legally rightful* owner. As far as all those logs go, you mention inconsistency about where I mix
up "I sold rencorner" with "i didnt sell rencorner" - where in wal-mart's history of greatest
employees are you able to read and find that?

Doesn't matter, in the end you're still shitard and I should've listened to everyone about how
fucking retarded you are; even then you were always right about one thing - Volcom is a bastard.

Take all the members of my community for all I care, most of them were overgrown children like
yourself who couldn't stop whining like little babies. All I know is, no one with you guys are
capable of even fixing a website, under me RC has never had this long of a downtime as you guys
are currently having. Here's a hint: think of a new community name (I know it's hard, I mean damn
you got fired from Wal-Mart and you have a Canadian who bullshits about becomming a lawyer
lol) and start over 
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